30305 Discus & Hammer Throwing Safety Cage 7-10 m, “Model 2020”

30305: Discus & hammer cage 7/10 m
30305/DS: Discus & hammer cage 7/10 m dismantle version to fit 20” container (for export)
The hammer cage 2020 (With Walk Draw Gate) is made from special extra sturdy aluminium profiles. The posts measure a cross section of 120x100 mm. The wall thickness of the posts rises from four to six mm. In the lower part the 10 m posts are additionally reinforced with a cross bracket. All the posts are equipped with ground anchors at the bottom to keep the net in the correct position. The cage is equipped with knotless UV protected PP net. The net measures a thickness of 5 mm and a mesh width of 45 mm. One set consists of four 7 m posts and four 10 m posts. The front two posts are connected with a bar. The net is fixed onto the bar. This bar replaces the common gates. The opening of the net can be adjusted from the ground easily by pulling the net in the required position. There is no further installation needed at the top of the post. This feature provides much more comfort during the adjustment of the net position as well as during the installation.

**IAAF certification in progress**

**Please note:**
The uprights are manufactured with a diameter 100 x 120 mm and a wall thickness of 4 - 6 mm according to our static calculations. Nonetheless, at wind velocities, the net should be completely lowered to the ground in order to prevent storm damage.

- One person can easily adjust the opening to suit the thrower.
- During competition breaks, the net can be raised or lowered within few minutes.

Uprights are made of aluminium special profiles and conform to our static calculations.

One cage comprises:
- 4 uprights 7.00 m
- 4 uprights 10 m
- 1 bar including guide rail
- 8 ground anchors
- 1 safety net incl. 8 fastening ropes
- 2 movable weights (for keeping the opening of the net in the required position)
(8 ground sockets, discus ring and inlay ring must be ordered separately.)
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